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A two-component relativistic theory accurately decoupling the positive and negative states of the
Dirac Hamiltonian that includes magnetic perturbations is derived. The derived theory eliminates all
of the odd terms originating from the nuclear attraction potential V and the first-order odd terms
originating from the magnetic vector potential A, which connect the positive states to the negative
states. The electronic energy obtained by the decoupling is correct to the third order with respect to
A due to the �2n+1� rule. The decoupling is exact for the magnetic shielding calculation. However,
the calculation of the diamagnetic property requires both the positive and negative states of the
unperturbed �A=0� Hamiltonian. The derived theory is applied to the relativistic calculation of
nuclear magnetic shielding tensors of HX �X=F,Cl,Br, I� systems at the Hartree-Fock level. The
results indicate that such a substantially exact decoupling calculation well reproduces the
four-component Dirac-Hartree-Fock results. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2759199�

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to recent developments in the relativistic quantum
theory and its applications, the accuracy of the quasirelativ-
istic theory, i.e., the two-component Hamiltonian method for
calculating the relativistic effects on molecular properties,
has greatly increased.1–13 There are two approaches to incor-
porate relativistic effects on the molecular properties in the
two-component framework. One approach is a treatment us-
ing nonrelativistic wave functions and incorporating relativ-
istic effects as passive or active perturbations, which are ob-
tained from the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian.1–7 The other
approach is a variational treatment that involves calculating
the stationary states of a quasirelativistic Hamiltonian.8–13

The latter approach is separated into a unitary decoupling
transformation method based on the Douglas-Kroll-Hess
�DKH� transformation8–10 and a method of eliminating the
small component �ESC�,11–15 which sometimes uses the
regular approximation.16–21 Recently, Ilias and Saue22 re-
ported that the above two methods of DKH and ESC are
mathematically equivalent at the limit of exact quasirelativ-
istic �XQR� theory. Kutzelnigg and Liu23 proposed five dif-
ferent iteration schemes by which to calculate the exact cou-
pling matrix between the large and small components, which
lead to the XQR theory. Liu and Peng24 extended the theory
of Kutzelnigg and Liu to the one-particle Kohn-Sham
scheme of the density functional theory.

There are only two basic types of properties that might
occur within a four-component Hamiltonian. Electric or
electric-field-like properties are generally described by an
even, i.e., diagonal block, perturbation Hamiltonian HE. In
contrast to the electric properties, the magnetic or magnetic-
field-like properties are described by an odd, i.e., off-
diagonal block, perturbation Hamiltonian HO. Recently, Wolf
and Reiher25,26 presented a theory by which to evaluate the
expectation value �HM� for a molecular property M described

with an even or odd perturbation Hamiltonian �HE or HO�
using the perturbation-independent DKH transformation,
which is correct up to an arbitrary order with respect to the
instantaneous electron-nuclei Coulomb interaction energy V.
However, the diamagnetic part of a nuclear magnetic shield-
ing tensor cannot be calculated in the two-component frame-
work as the expectation value of the magnetic perturbation
Hamiltonian obtained by the perturbation-independent uni-
tary transformation. In order to evaluate the diamagnetic part
of a magnetic shielding tensor in the two-component scheme,
the four-component interaction Hamiltonian has to be mag-
netically decoupled and a quadratic operator with respect to
the vector potential A has to be obtained. In the four-
component scheme, the diamagnetic contributions are ob-
tained by a summation over negative-energy states.27,28

Kutzelnigg29 proposed a unitary transformation of the Dirac
Hamiltonian that removes the off-diagonal operator c� ·A
but keeps c� ·p in the off-diagonal block. The transformed
Hamiltonian appears to simplify the evaluation of magnetic
properties because the diamagnetic contributions are ob-
tained as the expectation values of the unperturbed �A=0�
wave function.

In the present study, we extend the theory by Wolf and
Reiher25 to include an application to diamagnetic shielding
calculations. The authors have already extended the infinite-
order two-component �IOTC� theory reported by Barysz and
Sadlej30 to the calculation of a nuclear magnetic shielding
tensor.10 In our previous study, the nuclear attraction poten-
tial V is completely decoupled, but the decoupling of the
vector potential A is incomplete. An odd term of the first
order with respect to A remains in the unitary transformed
Hamiltonian and contributes to the electronic energy of the
second order with respect to A. In the present study, we
derive a theory to decouple all of the scalar potential terms of
V and the first-order vector potential term of A. The decou-
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pling will yield a substantially exact magnetic energy that is
correct to the third order with respect to A due to the �2n
+1� rule. In order to perform an exact decoupling of the
Dirac equation, including magnetic perturbations, we are
sometimes tempted to remove the c� ·p and c� ·A terms at
the same time.31,32 However, doing so would lead to a very
complicated analytical differentiation of the electronic en-
ergy of the system, E, with respect to magnetic perturbations.
Therefore, in the present theory, we decouple the c� ·p, V,
and c� ·A terms successively, and the magnetic shielding
tensor components are easily computed via an analytical dif-
ferentiation of the electronic energy of the system.

II. THEORY

In our previous IOTC scheme, the transformed Hamil-
tonian was obtained by �1� an initial free-particle Foldy-
Wouthuysen �fpFW� transformation followed by �2� the
elimination of the leading odd term linear in the vector po-
tential A by an exponential-type unitary operator,33 and fi-
nally �3� infinite-order decoupling with respect to the scalar
potential V. However, after the second step, the transformed
Hamiltonian includes an odd term bilinear in A and V, which
is neglected in the final decoupling. The neglected term will
lead to an error of electronic energy of second order with
respect to A. Computed diamagnetic properties are incorrect.
In the present theory, steps �2� and �3� are reversed. The
first-order odd terms with respect to A are accurately elimi-
nated. The leading odd term, which is neglected, is of the
second order with respect to A. Neglecting this term will
give rise to an error of A4, which does not contribute to the
magnetic shielding tensor. The electronic energy obtained by
the decoupling is correct to the third order in the magnetic
perturbation. The decoupling presented below is exact for
calculating nuclear magnetic shielding tensors.

A. Exact decoupling of the nuclear Coulomb potential
part

We consider the Dirac equation for a one-electron sys-
tem under a nuclear attraction potential V and a vector po-
tential A.

HD�i = �i�i; i = 1,2,3, ¯ , �1�

HD = HD
�0� + HD

�1�, �2�

HD
�0� = c� · p + �� − 1�c2 + V = � V c� · p

c� · p V − 2c2� , �3�

HD
�1� = c� · A = � 0 c� · A

c� · A 0
� . �4�

Throughout the present paper, we use atomic units, i.e., �
=1, e=1, me=1, 4��0=1, and c=137.0359895. The first step
is an application of the fpFW transformation to the Dirac
equation. The fpFW unitary operator U0 is given as

U0 = 	1 +
� · p

ep + c
�
R , �5�

R = � ep + c

2ep
�1/2

, �6�

and

ep = �c2 + p2�1/2. �7�

The fpFW transformation of the Dirac Hamiltonian is given
as

U0
†HD

�0�U0 = �hLL
V 0

0 hSS
V � + � 0 hLS

V

hSL
V 0

�
= − c2 + cep� + VE + VO, �8�

VE = RVR + Q� · pV� · pQ , �9�

VO = ��Q� · pVR − RV� · pQ� , �10�

U0
†HD

�1�U0 = �hLL
A 0

0 hSS
A � + � 0 hLS

A

hSL
A 0

� = AE + AO, �11�

AE = c��R� · A� · pQ + Q� · p� · AR� , �12�

AO = c�R� · AR − Q� · p� · A� · pQ� , �13�

where

Q =
R

ep + c
= �2ep�ep + c��−1/2. �14�

Here, hSL
V =hLS

V† and hSL
A =hLS

A†.
The second step is the complete decoupling of U0

†HD
�0�U0

using the IOTC theory. We write the unitary operator of
IOTC as UBS. UBS is given as30

UBS = �
1

�1 + X†X
− X† 1

�1 + XX†

X
1

�1 + X†X

1
�1 + XX†

 , �15�

where the two-component operator X must satisfy the condi-
tion

X = �hSS
V �−1�− hSL

V + XhLL
V + XhLS

V X� . �16�

The two-component operators hLL
V , hLS

V , hSL
V , and hSS

V are de-
fined in Eq. �8�. The results of the transformation by UBS are
given as34

H̃D
�0� = UBS

† U0
†HD

�0�U0UBS = �h++
V 0

0 h−−
V � , �17�

h++
V = �1 + X†X�hLL

V + hLS
V X�

1
�1 + X†X

, �18�

h−−
V =

1
�1 + XX†

�hSS
V − XhLS

V ��1 + XX†, �19�
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H̃D
�1� = UBS

† U0
†HD

�1�U0UBS

= �h++
A 0

0 h−−
A � + � 0 h+−

A

h−+
A 0

�
= H̃E

�1� + H̃O
�1�, �20�

h++
A =

1
�1 + X†X

�hLL
A + hLS

A X + X†hSL
A + X†hSS

A X�
1

�1 + X†X
,

�21�

h−−
A =

1
�1 + XX†

�hSS
A − hSL

A X† − XhLS
A + XhLL

A X†�
1

�1 + XX†
,

�22�

h+−
A =

1
�1 + X†X

�hLS
A − hLL

A X† + X†hSS
A

− X†hSL
A X†�

1
�1 + XX†

, �23�

and

h−+
A =

1
�1 + XX†

�hSL
A + hSS

A X − XhLL
A − XhLS

A X�
1

�1 + X†X
.

�24�

Here, we have the relation of h−+
A = �h+−

A �†. h++
V and h−−

V are
both Hermitian.22

The final step of the decoupling is the elimination of the

first-order odd Hamiltonian H̃O
�1�. We apply the unitary trans-

formation using an exponential-type unitary operator pro-

posed by Nakajima and Hirao33 to the sum of H̃D
�0� and H̃D

�1�

Hamiltonians. The result of the unitary transformation is

exp�W1
A��H̃D

�0� + H̃D
�1��exp�− W1

A�

= H̃D
�0� + H̃E

�1� + H̃O
�1� + �W1

A,H̃D
�0�� + �W1

A,H̃O
�1��

+ 1
2 �W1

A,�W1
A,H̃D

�0��� + �W1
A,H̃E

�1��

+ 1
2 �W1

A,�W1
A,H̃E

�1��� + ¯ . �25�

If we can obtain the odd operator W1
A satisfying the equation

�W1
A,H̃D

�0�� = − H̃O
�1�, �26�

then the �LL� part of Eq. �25� will yield an electronic energy
correct to the third order with respect to the vector potential
A due to the �2n+1� rule. Using Eqs. �25� and �26�, we then
obtain

exp�W1
A��H̃D

�0� + H̃D
�1��exp�− W1

A�

= H̃D
�0� + H̃E

�1� + 1
2 �W1

A,H̃O
�1�� + �W1

A,H̃E
�1��

+ 1
2 �W1

A,�W1
A,H̃E

�1��� + ¯ . �27�

The second-order odd term of �W1
A , H̃E

�1�� in Eq. �27� can be
ignored because it will lead to an electronic energy propor-
tional to A4 and does not contribute to the magnetic shield-

ings. Similarly, the third-order even term of �1/2�
��W1

A , �W1
A , H̃E

�1��� can be neglected. Since only the first three
terms in the right-hand side of Eq. �27� are necessary for the
calculation of the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor, we de-
fine the two-component positive Hamiltonian h+ as the �LL�
part of these three terms. Namely,

h+ = h++
V + h++

A + 1
2 �W1

A,H̃O
�1��LL = h+�I� + h+�II� + h+�III� .

�28�

h++
A corresponds to the exact molecular property operator

XDKH�
LL defined in the theory presented by Wolf and Reiher.25

The magnetically quadratic term of �1/2��W1
A , H̃O

�1��LL in Eq.
�28� arises from the magnetically induced mixing between

the positive and negative states of H̃D
�0� via the W1

A operator.

B. First-order decoupling of the vector potential
part

In order to eliminate the first-order odd terms with re-
spect to the vector potential A, we have to solve Eq. �26�. We

first diagonalize the H̃D
�0� matrix. We assume that H̃D

�0� is di-
agonalized to �D

�0� using the unitary matrix U. Namely,

U†H̃D
�0�U = �D

�0� = �	+
�0� 0

0 	−
�0� � . �29�

The unitary matrix U is written in terms of the two half-size
matrices of u+ and u− in diagonal-block form. We write the
unitary transformation of Eq. �26� as

W̄1
A�D

�0� − �D
�0�W̄1

A = − H̄O
�1�, �30�

where W̄1
A=U†W1

AU and H̄O
�1�=U†H̃O

�1�U. We write W̄1
A and

H̄O
�1� in terms of the half-size matrices as follows:

W̄1
A = � 0 w̄+−

A

w̄−+
A 0

� �31�

and

H̄O
�1� = � 0 h̄+−

A

h̄−+
A 0

� . �32�

Here, w̄−+
A =−�w̄+−

A �† and h̄−+
A = �h̄+−

A �†. Equation �30� is written
in terms of the half-size matrices. Then, the �
 ,�� element in
the w̄+−

A matrix can be obtained as

�w̄+−
A �
� =

�h̄+−
A �
�

�	+
�0��
 − �	−

�0���

. �33�

Equation �33� means that h̄+−
A produces the excitation from

the positive states to the negative states of H̃D
�0�. The anti-

Hermitian operator W1
A used in Eq. �28� can be obtained from

W̄1
A using the inverse unitary transformation.

In order to evaluate �D
�0�, we have to calculate the H̃D

�0�

matrix. Since it is desirable to eliminate the linear terms in
� ·p from h++

V , a new two-component operator Y is intro-
duced, as defined by30,35
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X = p−1� · pY , �34�

where p= �p2�1/2. Y is explicitly presented in Refs. 10 and 30.
h+�I�=h++

V is rewritten using Y as

h+�I� = h++
V = �1 + Y†Y�− c2 + cep + RVR + QVSQ

+ �QVSRp−1 − RVQp�Y�
1

�1 + Y†Y
, �35�

where

VS = � · pV� · p . �36�

h++
V is diagonalized to 	+

�0� using the unitary matrix u+.
Namely, u+

†h++
V u+=	+

�0�.
In order to eliminate the linear terms in � ·p from h−−

V ,
another new two-component operator Z is introduced, as de-
fined by

X = Z� · pp−1. �37�

Z satisfies the equation

c�epZ + Zep� = RVQp − QVSRp−1 + �RVR + QVSQ�Z

− Z�p−1RVSRp−1 + pQVQp�

+ Z�p−1RVSQ − pQVR�Z . �38�

Similarly, h−−
V is rewritten using Z as

h−−
V =

1
�1 + ZZ†

�− c2 − cep + RVR + QVSQ

+ Z�p−1RVSQ − pQVR���1 + ZZ†. �39�

h−−
V is diagonalized to 	−

�0� using the unitary matrix u−.
Namely, u−

†h−−
V u−=	−

�0�. The anti-Hermitian matrix W1
A is ob-

tained inversely from W̄1
A and U as UW̄1

AU†. Therefore,
h+�III� is given by

h+�III� = 1
2 �W1

A,H̃O
�1��LL

= 1
2 �u+w̄+−

A u−
†�h+−

A �† + Hermitian conjugate� . �40�

Here, the relation of h−+
A = �h+−

A �† has been used. Finally, we
rewrite h+�II�=h++

A and h+−
A using Y and Z as follows:

h+�II� = h++
A =

c
�1 + Y†Y

�RHAQ + QHA
†R + �RHARp−1Y

− QHA
†QpY� + �RHARp−1Y − QHA

†QpY�†

− Y†�p−1RHA
†Qp + pQHARp−1�Y�

1
�1 + Y†Y

�41�

and

h+−
A =

c
�1 + Y†Y

�R� · AR − Q� · p� · A� · pQ

− �R� · AQp + Q� · p� · A� · pRp−1�Z†

− Y†�pQ� · AR + p−1R� · p� · A� · pQ�

+ Y†�pQ� · AQp

− p−1R� · p� · A� · pRp−1�Z†�
1

�1 + ZZ†
. �42�

Here, we introduced HA=� ·A� ·p. In order calculate w̄+−
A

from Eq. �33�, we need h̄+−
A , which is given by h̄+−

A

=u+
†h+−

A u−.

C. Magnetic perturbation expansion of the
two-component Hamiltonian

The two-component electronic Hamiltonian h+ defined
in Eq. �28� can be easily expanded in terms of the external
magnetic flux density component B0t�t�x ,y ,z� and the
nuclear magnetic moment component 
Mu�u�x ,y ,z� as fol-
lows:

h+ = h+
�0,0� + �

t

B0th+t
�1,0� + �

u


Muh+u
�0,1� + �

tu

B0t
Muh+tu
�1,1�.

�43�

Obviously, h+�I� does not include any magnetic perturbations
and is equal to h+

�0,0�. h+�II� is of the first order with respect to
A and yields the h+

�1,0� and h+
�0,1� perturbation Hamiltonians,

i.e., the paramagnetic shielding contribution. h+�III� is qua-
dratic with respect to A and yields the h+

�1,1� perturbation
Hamiltonian, i.e., the diamagnetic shielding contribution.
The vector potential A is the sum of two vector potentials,
A�1,0� and A�0,1�, which are written explicitly as follows:

A�1,0� = 1
2B0 � r0, r0 = r − R0 �44a�

and

A�0,1� = c−2rM
−3�M � rM, rM = r − RM . �44b�

Here, R0 is the position of the common gauge origin and RM

is the position of the nucleus M, which is considered to be
the target nucleus of the shielding calculation. We use the
pointlike nuclear magnetic dipole model. Corresponding to
A�1,0� and A�0,1�, we define HA

�1,0� and HA
�0,1� as

HA
�1,0� = � · A�1,0�� · p

= �
t

B0tHAt
�1,0�

= �
t

B0t
1
2 �− i�r0 � ��t − �tr0 · � + � · r0�t� �45a�

and

HA
�0,1� = � · A�0,1�� · p

= �
u


MuHAu
�0,1�

= �
u


Muc−2rM
−3�− i�rM � ��u

− �urM · � + � · rM�u� , �45b�

respectively. HA is the sum of HA
�1,0� and HA

�0,1�. h+t
�1,0� and

h+u
�0,1� are obtained by replacing HA in h+�II� with HAt

�1,0� or
HAu

�0,1�, respectively.
The evaluation of h+tu

�1,1� requires the perturbation expan-
sion of the h+−

A Hamiltonian. h+−
A includes � ·A and

� ·p� ·A� ·p as magnetic perturbation operators. The expan-
sion of � ·A is trivial. � ·p� ·A� ·p is expanded as follows.
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TABLE I. Calculated nuclear magnetic shielding tensor components �in ppm� in HX �X=F, Cl, Br, I� systems.

Molecule Nucleus Property NRa IOTCb MIOTCc DHFd NESC-SORA-Mete

HF F ���para� −101.2 −91.4 −91.3 −94.0
F ���dia� 479.7 475.4 478.0 480.7
F ���total� 378.5 384.0 386.7 384.9 386.7
F ���para� 0.0 8.4 8.4 5.9
F ���dia� 478.9 474.6 477.1 479.8
F ���total� 478.8 483.0 485.6 485.6 485.7
F �iso�total�f 412.0 417.0 419.6 418.4 419.7
F ��total�g 100.3 99.0 98.9 100.7 99.0
H ���para� 18.63 18.92 18.92 18.89
H ���dia� 0.00 0.01 1.30 1.34
H ���total� 18.63 18.93 20.22 20.10 20.24
H ���para� 0.00 0.01 0.01 −0.01
H ���dia� 42.91 42.89 43.96 44.04
H ���total� 42.91 42.89 43.97 43.90 44.04
H �iso�total�f 26.72 26.92 28.13 28.03 28.17
H ��total�g 24.28 23.96 23.75 23.80 23.80

HCl Cl ���para� −292.7 −232.0 −231.5 −247.8
Cl ���dia� 1150.1 1124.6 1122.5 1137.9
Cl ���total� 857.4 892.6 891.0 888.5 890.2
Cl ���para� −2.7 56.4 56.9 41.8
Cl ���dia� 1147.3 1121.8 1119.8 1135.1
Cl ���total� 1144.6 1178.3 1176.7 1176.7 1176.9
Cl �iso�total�f 953.1 987.8 986.2 984.5 985.7
Cl ��total�g 287.2 285.7 285.7 288.2 286.7
H ���para� 21.69 22.51 22.51 22.49
H ���dia� 1.13 1.05 1.98 1.89
H ���total� 22.81 23.56 24.49 24.07 24.38
H ���para� 0.02 0.01 0.01 −0.01
H ���dia� 44.52 44.40 45.44 45.37
H ���total� 44.54 44.41 45.45 45.39 45.35
H �iso�total�f 30.05 30.51 31.47 31.18 31.37
H ��total�g 21.73 20.85 20.97 21.32 20.97

HBr Br ���para� −725.0 −171.2 −165.0 −271.3
Br ���dia� 3100.0 2929.6 2918.1 3001.7
Br ���total� 2375.0 2758.3 2753.1 2738.1 2730.4
Br ���para� −0.7 472.1 479.0 379.9
Br ���dia� 3098.3 2927.9 2915.0 2998.7
Br ���total� 3097.6 3400.0 3394.0 3402.1 3378.5
Br �iso�total�f 2615.9 2972.2 2966.7 2959.4 2946.4
Br ��total�g 722.6 641.7 640.9 664.0 648.1
H ���para� 21.13 30.04 30.04 30.12
H ���dia� −0.82 −0.79 0.57 −0.01
H ���total� 20.31 29.26 30.61 29.82 30.11
H ���para� 0.00 −0.38 −0.38 −0.45
H ���dia� 48.49 48.23 48.97 48.50
H ���total� 48.50 47.85 48.59 47.93 48.05
H �iso�total�f 29.70 35.46 36.61 35.86 36.09
H ��total�g 28.19 18.59 17.98 18.11 17.94

HI I ���para� −1454.2h 707.5i 706.4 509.2
I ���dia� 5509.0h 5018.6i 4888.9 5037.9
I ���total� 4054.9h 5726.1i 5595.3 5571.9 5547.2
I ���para� 0.0h 1693.7i 1705.8 1547.0
I ���dia� 5505.4h 5016.6i 4885.4 5034.6
I ���total� 5505.4h 6710.4i 6591.2 6597.1 6581.6
I �iso�total�f 4538.4h 6054.2i 5927.3 5913.7 5892.0
I ��total�g 1450.6h 984.2i 995.9 1025.2 1034.4
H ���para� 20.96h 49.91i 49.91 50.95
H ���dia� −0.43h −1.80i −0.29 −1.80
H ���total� 20.53h 48.11i 49.62 46.92 49.15
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� · p� · A� · p = � · p� · A�1,0�� · p

+ � · p� · A�0,1�� · p , �46�

� · p� · A�1,0�� · p = �
t

B0t
1
2 �− � · ��r0 � ��t

+ �� � r0�t� · � + i�tr0 · �

− i � · r0�t + ��r0 � ��t · �� ,

�47�

� · p� · A�0,1�� · p = �
u


Muc−2�− � · �rM
−3�rM � ��u

+ �� � rM
−3rM�u� · �

+ i�urM
−3rM · �− i � · rM

−3rM�u

+ �rM
−3�rM � ��u · �� . �48�

Equation �42� produces h+−
A�1,0� and h+−

A�0,1� depending on A�1,0�

or A�0,1� in � ·A and � ·p� ·A� ·p operators. Namely, h+−
A

=h+−
A�1,0�+h+−

A�0,1�. Similarly, w̄+−
A = w̄+−

A�1,0�+ w̄+−
A�0,1�. Expanding

Eq. �40�, h+tu
�1,1� is given as

h+tu
�1,1� = 1

2 �u+w̄+−t
A�1,0�u−

†�h+−u
A�0,1��† + u+w̄+−u

A�0,1�u−
†�h+−t

A�1,0��†�

+ Hermitian conjugate. �49�

The calculation of the diamagnetic part requires both the

positive and negative states of H̃D
�0�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present calculation uses experimental atomic
distances36 and a pointlike nuclear model. We perform the
shielding tensor calculation for HX �X=F,Cl,Br, I� systems
at the Hartree-Fock level. The common gauge origin R0 is
placed on the halogen nuclei. The used basis sets are as
follows: �12s10p2d� for H, �15s15p10d4f� for F,
�17s17p12d8f� for Cl, �21s21p12d8f2g� for Br, and
�25s25p18d10f3g� for I. The Gaussian exponents of the ba-
sis functions are described in Ref. 13. The obtained results
are shown in Table I. The present decoupling calculation

results are shown in the sixth column of Table I as the modi-
fied infinite-order two-component �MIOTC� values. The MI-
OTC results are compared with other calculation results in
Table I. The nonrelativistic �NR� results in the fourth column
and the IOTC results in the fifth column are both taken from
Ref. 10. However, for the HI molecule, both results were
recalculated with the larger basis of �25s25p18d10f3g� for I
than that used in Ref. 10. The NR values for HI were ob-
tained using the MIOTC program with 103c as the velocity
of light. The four-component Dirac-Hartree-Fock �DHF� re-
sults taken from Refs. 2 and 37 are shown in the seventh
column as the benchmark. Finally, the normalized elimina-
tion of the small component calculation results at the level of
the second-order regular approximation and the inclusion of
the metric perturbation �NESC-SORA-Met�, taken from Ref.
15, are listed in the last column in Table I.

As shown in Table I, the MIOTC results agree better
with the DHF values than the IOTC results do. However,
somewhat larger differences remain between the MIOTC and
DHF values for the proton shieldings than for the halogen
shieldings. This may arise from the fact that the present MI-
OTC calculation treats the two-electron interactions nonrela-
tivistically. The two-electron spin-orbit interaction effects,
which are important in the proton shieldings,14 are neglected
in the MIOTC calculation. In other words, the present MI-
OTC results include the picture change error for the two-
electron interactions. Based on Table I, the MIOTC and
NESC-SORA-Met results are thought to have a comparable
quality for calculating the relativistic effects on nuclear mag-
netic shielding tensors.

IV. CONCLUSION

A two-component theory for solving the Dirac equation
that includes magnetic perturbations was derived. The ob-
tained theory eliminates all of the odd nuclear attraction po-
tential terms and the first-order odd magnetic vector potential
terms connecting the positive states to the negative states.
The obtained electronic energy is correct to the third order
with respect to A as a result of the �2n+1� rule. The decou-

TABLE I. �Continued.�

Molecule Nucleus Property NRa IOTCb MIOTCc DHFd NESC-SORA-Mete

H ���para� 0.00h −3.92i −3.92 −4.32
H ���dia� 52.00h 50.64i 51.40 50.28
H ���total� 52.00h 46.73i 47.49 47.31 45.95
H �iso�total�f 31.02h 47.65i 48.91 47.05 48.08
H ��total�g 31.48h −1.38i −2.13 0.39 −3.20

aNonrelativistic results taken from Ref. 10.
bInfinite-order two-component calculation results taken from Ref. 10.
cPresent modified infinite-order two-component method results.
dFour-component Dirac-Hartree-Fock results taken from Refs. 2 and 37.
eNormalized elimination of the small component calculation results at the level of the second-order regular
approximation and the inclusion of the metric perturbation, taken from Ref. 15.
f�iso= �1/3��2��+���.
g�=�� −��.
hNonrelativistic calculation results obtained with the basis set of �25s25p18d10f3g� for I. The nonrelativistic
values are computed using the modified infinite-order two-component method program with 103 c as the
velocity of light.
iInfinite-order two-component calculation results obtained with the basis set of �25s25p18d10f3g� for I.
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pling is exact for the magnetic shielding calculation. How-
ever, the calculation of the diamagnetic part of the nuclear
magnetic shielding tensor requires both the positive and
negative states of the unperturbed �A=0� Hamiltonian. The
obtained theory was dubbed as the modified infinite-order
two-component �MIOTC� theory. The MIOTC theory was
applied to the relativistic calculation of the nuclear magnetic
shielding tensors of HX �X=F, Cl, Br, I� systems at the
Hartree-Fock level. The results show that the MIOTC calcu-
lation reproduces better the Dirac-Hartree-Fock results than
the previous infinite-order two-component calculation does.
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